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1. Introduction 

The authentication protocols using smart cards are widely used in the network 

communication. To satisfy the application in multi-server environments, the 

authentication scheme for multi-server environments was proposed. Recently, 

Tsaur et al. [1] proposed an authentication scheme for multi-server environments 

and claimed their scheme could withstand various attacks. In this paper we will 

show Tsaur et al.’s scheme is not suitable for multi-server environments. We also 

show Tsaur et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the password guessing attack and the 

privileged insider attack. 

The organization of the letter is sketched as follows. The Section 2 gives a 

brief review of Tsaur et al.’s scheme. The weanesses of Tsaur et al.’s scheme are 

shown in Section 3. Finally, we give some conclusions in Section 4. 

2. Tsaur et al.’s scheme 

In this section, we will briefly review Tsaur et al.’s scheme. As shown in Fig. 

1.[1], their scheme consists of two phases: Registration phase and log-in and 

session key agreement phase. In order to facilitate future references, frequently 

used notations are listed below with their descriptions. 
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 ( )kE ⋅ : The encryption function with secret key k ; 

 ( )kD ⋅ : The decryption function with secret key k ;  

 　: The bitwise exclusive-or operator; 

 ||: The concatenation operator; 

 ( )h ⋅ : A one-way and collision-free hash function; 

 RC : The registration center; 

 jS : The j th server; 

 iU : The i th user; 

 x : The secret key of the registration center; 

 jSID : The j th server’s identity; 

 iUID : The i th user’s identity; 

 jw : The secret key shared between RC  and jS ; 

 iPW : The i th user’s password; 

 _ ijE T : The service period of jS  for iU ; 

 ,i iv u : iU ’s secret information; 

 ijv : The secret key shared between iU  and jS ;  

 ijA : The authentication parameter for iU  to log in jS ; 

 kru : A k th random value chosen by the smart card; 

 ijM : An authentication message for iU  to log in jS ; 

 krs : The k th random value chosen by jS ; 

 ksk : The k th session key; 

 T : A timestamp; 

2.1. Registration phase 

Suppose that user iU  want to get service granted from the server jS . iU  

first chooses his/her identity iUID  and password iPW , and then sends them to 

RC  via a secure channel. RC  will perform the following steps:  

1) RC  computes ( 1, )i iv h x UID= + , ( )i i iu v h PW= ⊕ . 

2) RC  computes ( , )ij i jv h v SID=  and _ ( )
i ijij w E T ijA E v⊕= . 
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3) RC  stores iUID , iu , _ ijE T  and ijA  to the memory of a smart card 

and issue this smart card to iU . 

2.2. Password authentication phase 

Once the client A  wants to login to the server S , he will perform the 

following login steps. 

1) The user iU  inputs his identity password iPW  into the terminal. The 

smart card generates a random number kru , computes ( )i i iv u h PW= ⊕ , 

( , )ij i jv h v SID=  and ( , ( ))
ijv k iE ru h UID . Then iU  sends the message 

1 { _ , , , ( , ( ))}
ijij ij i v k iM E T A UID E ru h UID=  to jS . 

2) Upon receiving the message 1M , jS  computes _ ( )
i ijij w E T ijv D A⊕= ,  

decrypts ( , ( ))
ijv k iE ru h UID  and verifies the correctness of ( )ih UID . Then jS  

generates a random number krs , chooses a timestamp T  and computes the 

session key ( , , )k k k ijsk rs ru v= . At last, jS  sends 2 { ( , , )}
ijv k kM E rs ru T= . 

3) Upon receiving the message 2M , iU  decrypts ( , , )
ijv k kE rs ru T  and 

checking the correctness of kru . If kru  is correct, iU  computes the session key 

( , , )k k k ijsk rs ru v=  and sends 3 { ( , )}
ksk kM E T sk=  to jS . 

4) Upon receiving the message 3M , jS  decrypts ( , )
ksk kE T sk  using ksk . 

The jS  checks whether the freshness of T  by checking whether newt T T− > Δ . 

If newt T T− > Δ , jS  stops the session. Otherwise, iU  is authenticated. 
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Fig. 1. Work flow of Tsaur et al.’s scheme 

3. Weaknesses of Tsaur et al.’s scheme 

In this section, we will show Tsaur et al.’s scheme is not suitable for the 

multi-server environment since the user has to register to every server. We also 

show Tsaur et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the password guessing attack and the 

privileged Insider attack. 

3.1 No single registration 

Many requirements have been proposed for the authentication scheme for 

multi-server environments. Single registration is the fundamental requirement in 

all the requirements, i.e. any user only must register at the registration centre once 

and can use all the permitted services in remote servers. From the description in 

Section 2, we know the users must get service granted from multiple servers with 

repeating registration to each server. This is not user friendly. Then Tsaur et al.’s 

scheme is not for multi-server environments. 
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3.2. Password guessing attack 

Kocher et al. [2] and Messerges et al. [3] have pointed out that all existent 

smart cards are vulnerable in that the confidential information stored in the device 

could be extracted by physically monitoring its power consumption; once a card is 

lost, all secrets in it may be revealed. To evaluate the security of smart card based 

user authentication, we assume the capabilities that an adversary A  may have 

as follows: 

1) The adversary has total control over the communication channel between 

the users and the server in the login and authentication phases. That is, A  may 

intercept, insert, delete, or modify any message in the channel. 

2) A  may (i) either steal a user's smart card and then extract the 

information from it, (ii) or obtain a user's password, (iii) but not both (i) and (ii). 

Suppose an adversary A  has stolen iU 's smart card and extracted the 

stored values iUID , iu , _ ijE T  and ijA , where ( 1, )i iv h x UID= + , 

( )i i iu v h PW= ⊕ ， ( , )ij i jv h v SID=  and _ ( )
i ijij w E T ijA E v⊕= . Then the attacker 

A  could impersonate iU  to login in the server by performing the following 

procedure. 

1) A  collects a message 1 { _ , , , ( , ( ))}
ijij ij i v k iM E T A UID E ru h UID=  

transmitted between iU  and jS . 

2) A  guesses a password iPW ′ , computes ( )i i iv v h PW′ ′= ⊕  and 

( , )ij i jv h v SID′ ′= . 

3) A  gets kru′  and ( )ih UID ′  by decrypting ( , ( ))
ijv k iE ru h UID . 

4) A  checks whether ( )ih UID ′  and ( )ih UID  are equal. If they are equal, 

A  finds the correct password. Otherwise, A  repeats 1)-4) until finding the 

correct password. 

From the above description, we know the adversary can get the password. 

Therefore, Tsaur et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the password guessing attack. 

3.3. Privileged Insider attack 

In a real environment, it is a common practice that many users use same 

passwords to access different applications or servers for their convenience of 
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remembering long passwords and ease-of-use whenever required [4]. However, if 

the system manager or a privileged insider A  of the register centre R C  

knows the passwords of user iU , he may try to impersonate iU  by accessing 

other servers where iU  could be a registered user. In the user registration phase 

of Tsaur et al.’s scheme, iU  sends the password APW  to R C . Then, the 

privileged-insider of R C  could get the password easily. Therefore, Tsaur et 

al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the privileged insider attack. 

4. Conclusion 

Recently, Tsaur et al. proposed an authentication scheme for multi-server 

environments and demonstrated its immunity against various attacks. However, 

after review of their scheme and analysis of its security, three kinds of weaknesses 

are presented in different scenarios. The analyses show that the scheme is insecure 

for practical application. 
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